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The **EBA Training Program** addresses a critical need for the field of gerontology and for our aging society through its training of epidemiological and biostatistical scholars on aging, with emphases in mental and physical health.
EBA Program Structure

- Federally-funded training grant that supports 8 doctoral students and 2 postdoctoral fellows
- Funding continually since its start in 1996
- Brings together trainees and faculty from multiple departments to foster rigorous cross-disciplinary methodological training focused on aging-related physical and mental health topics
EBA Program Benefits for Trainees

- Recognition as NIH-funded trainee
- Stipend, in addition to tuition support
- Engagement with leaders in the field and established data sets
- Community of faculty and students committed to methodology and aging research
More than 50 doctoral trainees and 30 postdoctoral fellows have been funded by the EBA training program since its inception.

Program graduates have gone on to high-ranking academic, research and leadership positions at Johns Hopkins, Harvard University, the National Institute on Aging, Rush University, Stanford University, University of Pennsylvania, University of Southern California, Wake Forest University, among many others.
EBA program alumni received numerous research grant awards, including:

- R01 grants
- R21 grants
- U grants
- And more
EBA program alumni have also received numerous career development grant awards in recent years, including:

- K01 grants
- K99/R00 grants
- And more
EBA Trainee Testimonial

“The program promoted strong interactions between epidemiologists, sociologists, psychologists, geriatricians, and statisticians, all working on problems of aging. Scientists representing these diverse disciplines were all literally sitting at the same table.... This instilled in me a holistic way of looking at aging problems.”

Former Epidemiology and Biostatistics of Aging Fellow
Dr. Ravi Varadhan
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